
Off-Site Vending Survey Text Responses

Please provide additional comments on off-site vendor permits.?

1 Is this a good use of the cities time?

2 All vendors should be in accordance with grease traps just as brick-and-mortar's. I've seen issues where grease has been dumped down the city drain during 

events. They  should be inspected by the health department once a year just like we are.  Sales need to be accurately reported so LOT taxes can be collected.  

Banquet permits should be required anytime they vend. Beer and wine only. They should not be able to sell liquor unless they have a liquor license.  We have 

invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in order to do liquor at our place of business, and we noticed vendors selling booze on wagon days out of carts at no 

charge to them.

3 What is offsite vending? Like the Grumpy's truck? I

4 Vending on private property should only be allowed with property owner permission.

5

Check out this link.  I was in Seaside, in the panhandle of Florida, and they had these attractive airstream food trucks lined up on the road across from the beach.  

It was organized, fun and popular and all the restaurants were still jammed.  Restaurants were in front of them on the beach and behind them as well.



I'm not so sure they need to be on private property even though that is what I clicked on.  Guess it would be both private and public.



http://www.oceanreefresorts.com/blogs/ocean-reef/seaside-airstream-food-trucks



Maureen Baker

6 The more the better!

7 If vendors are on public property they should pay a fee.

8 Bring on the food trucks!

9 Off site vendors are a way of getting people out into the community.  When traveling to cities you see them all over.  They are fun and different.  We need 

variety and change to stay youthful.

10 Town Square should be open to all.

It's public property

11 Business owners pay taxes, fees to the city, rent to the landlord and provide bathrooms.

Why should vendors be allowed to compete?

12

I support off-site vending, it adds to the vitality of our community and builds community when events occur with vendors.  I have been to numerous events 

where there are vendors Food and Drink Trucks and makes for such fun events, adds to diversity, provides opportunity and creates good vibes.



13 Special event vending that does not conflict with brick and mortar or are specifically Tied to an event,  such as Octoberfest is fine, Irvings gets Granfathered bit a 

trailer park food court on Main Street needs to be stopped and prohibited.



Special events that require special or specific vending that is not readily available is a whole other issue, to food trucks and trailers that set up for business that 

to not have to comply with public health standards required of brick and mirror operations .



Ha, may a city official contact me, gladly, .

14 Town Square might be ok for one or two..but not a crowd of vendors.

15 The first question is: define a vendor (why is a caterer not a vendor)

The next question is: what are the advantages and disadvantages of vendors in public or private places

Since I do not know the answer to these questions I cannot fill out the survey

16 Venders in town square should be licensed

17 I don't  have enough knowledge of this to answer the questions.  Happy with farmers markets ,antique markets , art markets at various parts in town and ice 

cream stand at square.it makes our town vibrant.  But I wouldn't like to see tee shirt and souvenir sales in town square.

18 we should be flexible and open minded.  the more we allow for "fun" and creative products, the more vibrant our town will be.

19

Poaching on our high season should come at price. I get that the farmers market is great a but anything other that food and drinks should not be allowed. 



Pop up and off site vendors  should be taxed at a very high rate if they are to be allowed

20 To expand on question 1. A designated public spot for vendors with a charge from the city. Not just any ROW or public space.

21 Any Ketchum business that provides service to customers, creates jobs and makes money without government subsidy should be allowed to do so. City's only 

job should be to enforce safety, equal opportunity, and collect taxes as appropriate. If operating on public property, private enterprise must pay fair rate 

determined by open market competition.

22 Let small businesses thrive. Enough with all the rules and regulations. Free the market.

23

In general, the market decides whether there is value to vendors setting up temporary shops.  If no one cares, they don't do enough business to make it worth 

while.  On the other hand, if people purchase from them, it adds to a "market" atmosphere, which is generally sort of fun.

24 Off-site vendors are appropriate for special events but should not be allowed so much that they are in competition with our brick and mortar merchants who 

pay rent. Public property should not be a free-rent zone for private vendors. 



Off-site vendors should pay a license fee that goes to city coffers to help maintain those spaces that allow such use during events. 



Off-site vendors of charity things (like drug coalition selling raffle tickets) are fine as they are short lived and for a local non-profit cause. 



In reference to question 4 I put 2, but really it would depend on the space, the event, and what would be appropriate within the context.



25 The same old quandary- Off-Site vending can be charming and an enhancement but How much is enough, how much is too much. How much really cuts into 

local business owners margins?



I don't own a ketchum business so I did not send my email & contact info. The ketchum Business owners work hard, many work for the good of the community 

so I'll leave it at that by saying there is a balance.

Thanks!

26 It depends on the kind of vending. If it is vending for local farmers, artists, crafts people, students then I support it.  It helps the community prosper. I would 

oppose vendors who are not part of the community and just selling goods for profit.

27 Tough call balancing fixed restaurants and off site vendors.  Special events yes,  but a balance at other times. There is a solution.

28 As long as it is a neat and orderly set-up, these vendors can add a lot to the community!

29 there should be regulations addressing health safety, traffic congestion, trash receptacles and pick up, public liability insurance, sales tax paid,a license fee paid 

the town.... but generally vending provides a festive retail atmosphere, pedestrian oriented activities.

30 Questions like 4 above are impossible to answer definitively. 2 may be appropriate on some sites and not others. Number of vendors would have to depend on 

size of site, location, access, neighbors, etc. so no one size fits all regulation.



In town square non-profits or vendors providing some benefit to public good would be preferred, but could support for-profit if City was getting a market rate 

rent and using proceed for public benefit.

31 There should be some fee or tax to offset what restaurants have to pay.

32 It is important to keep a level playing field between off-site vendors and brick-and-mortar stores. I would hope there are better ways than restricting the 

numbers.

33 Our current off-site vending ordinance is and has worked fine over the years.

34

I like Town Square the way it is. A gathering place with a few tables and chairs, along with a few benches. It should not be filled up with venders.

Question # 4- One vender per lot

35

need some definitions to make responses meaningful. do you mean food trucks? if so say so. somebody selling poys and pans vs food and drink? designated 

spots for food trucks on public streets vs food trucks lined up anywhere? i think a few food trucks in designated spots on public roads with limited hours would 

be ok. also at events with fewer limitations. possible restrictions on proximity to existing stationary businesses.

36 I don't know what off-site vending is, so I can't answer these questions. Sorry I don't know the lingo.

37 I think off-site vending would be best during events as far as public property is concerned. As for private property I think that should be up to the discretion of 

the property owner.

38

I think vendors, particularly at events like Ketch'em Alive, add vitality to the community...make it seem to visitors like something cool's going on.



39

These surveys are so frustrating and badly set up. For one, you can check all the boxes in a single question and some clearly contradict each other. Two, the 

questions are so open that they do not provide the insight that the city believes they are seeking, i.e., #5 - should we assume the vendors are paying a fee, if yes 

would it be a fee that allows fixed building vendors to be competitive; would the off-site vendors be 24-7 or only during certain house, could not find a definition 

in the code for an off-site vendor except 5.16.050(A)3 and that refers to a non-profit option. So are they for- or not-for-profit. Any type of business or just 

certain goods/services. How can you get anything useful from this or can someone provide reasoned, informed responses? I can't imagine you are using these to 

make any type of policy decision they way this is framed.

40 Lets increase vitality and offer local restauranteurs the opportunity to participate.

41 I like the way town square is neutral territory, no one feels pressure dto buy things... you can just hang out.

42 As long as there is a license / taxes are collected, I think it should be allowed on private or public property. Do not agree w/ vendors in parking spots, unless it's a 

sanctioned closed off street event.

43 As a restaurant owner if allowed on private party they need to pay taxes water and sewer and have restrooms available

44

Off-site vending should be encouraged as long as vendors meet certain requirements, i.e. liscensed, food safety permitted, there should be an aesthetic 

standard.  In addition hours of operation and stay in a certain location should be limited on public property and access to public property sites should be equally 

available to all interested parties possibly requiring a rotating schedule or limited access per vendor per time period.

45 Bring on the taco trucks!!

46 Vendors add a full variety of choices to eat and stay downtown.  Vendors do not compete with restaurants, they compete with eating at home. The more street 

life for the greatest range of ages.

Most of the restaurants do not cater to the younger demographics.

Most of the restaurants do not offer a good variety of vegetarian food either.  Healthy Communities need choice.

47 Per questions 3&4. Do you mean one vendor per private property per year, or two different vendors at different times of year? I would favor the latter. I am an 

owner of core commercial property in Ketchum.

Sounds to me like there are enough fees/deposits/requirements in the statute to keep out a lot of riff raff.  Not good to kill the entrepreneurial spirit completely. 

Ketchum could get too exclusionary.

48

If vendors add to the vitality of the City during special events, allowing them with parameters outlined to assure the safety of Ketchum's citizens could be 

positive.  Ideally vendors will  bring in more business to established businesses and offer additional diversity to Ketchum's citizens and tourists. Could a fee  be 

established to help City cover its cost...e.g. garbage, policing, etc.? Ideally, all vendors would receive information about Ketchum, its history, etc...making them 

feel part of the City, proud of the opportunity to be a vendor here and take ownership in the uniqueness of this town. IF vendors were allowed on private 

property could the City legally set parameters?  If the answer is "no", this no "teeth" allowance could present issues. These thoughts written with no research 

and admittedly no information on past history and City's intent. BTW are those with stands (both food and other) at Farmer's Market considered vendors?

49 Food trucks make our town more vibrant. Town square is supposed to have vending as per the original plan.

50 One must consider the "Arts Fair",and the Antiques Sale a vendor events along with the Septober beer thing at Town Square and the like.  So we have "vending" 

happening. Zoning should be considered,  ie: is this an allowed use?  The rules for places, number of vendors per place, trash collection, fire and other safety 

concerns will take some time to evolve as requests for these things come along.  Permits seem to be a MUST.  But a minimum of "red tape" seems to be a good 

thought as well.  The City Counsel should only be involved for a VETO of difficult events/places/crowd control/safety issues with very limited appeal and then 

only beck to the counsel.



51 When the Town Square was conceived and then built, the premise was there would several vendors on the Square similar to many European squares. Electrical 

and plumbing (water) equipment was installed for that specific purpose. The vendors were to be located along the west side of the Square between the stage 

and the public restrooms. 



The town restaurants put up such a fuss, that City Council caved in. What a shame.





I dont understand how to answer the questions related to vendors on private property.

52 Vendors should pay an adjoining business (or?) the city to provide adequate restroom and washing facilities (not just access to a blue room), and meet 

requirements for disabled access, same as buildings.

53 Not limited to food, I think pop up shops in artsy/interesting trailers would be good for certain events.  Vending trailers shouldnt be eye sores, should have 

approval.

54

Permitted, and regulated off-site vendors will be a welcome addition to the retail mix. However, their activities, cleanliness, etc need to be carefully monitored, 

and the City needs to be able to revoke any permit immediately upon report of violation (without a lengthy administrative or legal process).

55 Question 4 and five should have better choices on the answers. 

There should be the option of (it depends on the size and location of the property and the nature of the vending businesses.



The town square question doesn't address the nature of the business and where the profits go.

56 You need to define "off site vending".

57 0ff-site vendors are good--providing fun alternatives.  However they should not replace the interest in whatever event is going on.  And they should be sensitive 

to Ketchum businesses.

58 Vending should not be allowed ever, the city should recognize how hard it is for a brick and mortar business to be successful in Ketchum, and finally find ways to 

support them.  Pop up or vending business must never be allowed, plus that is not why we live here or visit here.  It will not contribute to the quality of life in 

ketchum

59 Vendor's need to be reasonably regulated as to health & safety issues.   Permits should reflect how they impact like businesses that pay rent and, therefore 

property tax.

60 I think off-site vending needs to be carefully considered and regulated, but should be allowed.

61 I don't think it is right at all to have vendors that are independent of the business.  If the business wants a vendor at special events, but non allowed on city or 

public property.

62 Off site vending brings vibrancy to a community.



63

My 2 cents.



  The street food vendors create many times the mess of other vendors, staining the ground and 

un-recyclable waste  

 Leroy's is the worst. They ignore all the overflowing trash receptacles around them, filled with mostly their un-recyclable trash and melted ice cream. (if it even 

made it in the trash).

That has to be dealt with by the city.

 Granted most of the vendors are being good about corraling the trash, but you can plainly see anywhere the food vendors have been set up for months after.  

 eg. in front of the dry cleaners, the only remembrance of the farmers market.  

 I totally believe the vendors should have access to street marketing opportunities.

 But it's rather disparaging to have these stains in the plaza and on our walkways that don't easily go away. 

 Maybe keep the vendors on the asphalt, the street in front of the plaza ?

  Tell Leroy's they should be more accountable ?



          TTFN

64 Vending is another affordable buisness idea in Ketchum. Food trucks, crafts are always fun.

65

I think vending should be allowed for special events on public property and tightly controlled otherwise. I think a subscription vendor like vyykn should be 

allowed to have their machines in public and private places as it promotes policies the city wants to promote like reduction of plastic bottles.

66 I think this could be very beneficial to the community

67 It seems that the only ones that will be opposed are those business that are unwilling to share the pie.  It may be, however, that offsite vendors increase the size 

of the pie.  If permit costs are commensurate with actual costs to the city then it would seem to be a worthwhile project to consider by city government and 

public (perhaps by vote).

68 Vendors give more life to the streets, which i think is importatn for foot traffic and keeps things interesting.


